Antarctica Activity Booklet
Background Information
The British Antarctic Survey is part of the
National Research Council in the UK and runs
all the country’s scientific work in Antarctica.
It grew out of exploration and scientific work
during the mid-1940s and now has five research
stations, two ships and five planes all dedicated
to scientific discovery. Most of the 400 staff work
only during the Antarctica summer but some
people remain in Antarctica over the winter
too.
Part of the Antarctic research base
Image credit: NASA

The Antarctic Treaty

One of the most amazing things about working in Antarctica is that it is protected by the
Antarctic Treaty which declares that the whole continent is devoted to peace and science.

The Environment
Antarctica is a large continent which
covers the very south of our planet
and is a very hostile environment.
Most of Antarctica is covered in a
huge sheet of ice over 1 mile thick,
this means that very few animals like
on the land but lots of them live in the
surrounding ocean. Despite being
covered in snow and ice it barely
ever rains or snows in Antarctica and
it is actually a desert! The coldest
ever temperature ever recorded was
here at -89oC and winds regularly
blow at over 200 miles per hour!
Satellite image of Antarctica
Image credit: Dave Pape using NASA’s
Blue Marble data set
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The Science
The British Antarctic Survey have scientists
working in lots of different fields including
weather, climate change, geology, biology,
ice movement, oceanography, sea-level rise,
natural disasters and space weather. To find
out more on any of these topics check out their
website

Other useful Links

British Antarctic Survey education resources
Antarctic Exploration in Scotland
Learn about the northern lights in a previous
#dynamicearthonline

Scientists launch a balloon to float above Antarctica
and measure magnetic fields
Image credit: NASA/BARREL

Top three contributions to science made by the British
Antarctic Survey
1. Helped to prove that climate
change is human driven
The ice cores being drilled in
Antarctica contain tiny bubbles of
ancient atmosphere. By measuring
the amount of greenhouse gasses in
these bubbles we can see what the
atmosphere used to be like millions
of years ago. The deepest ice core
goes back 2.7 million years and the
level of greenhouse gasses has never
been as high as todays.

An ice core with a dark layer of volcanic ash that landed on
the ice around 21,000 years ago!
Image credit: Heidi Roop, National Science Foundation
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2. Discovery of the Ozone hole
The ozone is part of our atmosphere which
protects us from harmful radiation. In 1985
scientists working with the British Antarctic
Survey detected a hole in this protective layer.
This hole was caused by chemicals called
CFCs which we used in lots of different things
from spray deodorants to fridges. Luckily this
discovery led to a worldwide ban on CFCs and
now the ozone layer is recovering!

A hole in the ozone over Antarctica which expands
every year in Antarctic spring time. Dobson units
measure amount of ozone in an area
Image credit: NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Centre

3. That Krill are moving north because of
warming seas
Krill are little sea creatures only about 1-2
centimetres long but there are billions of them
in the oceans. These krill are eaten by lots of
other animals like whales, penguins, seals and
fish. So even though they are small they are
very important, if the krill move north then
lots of these larger animals will move too. By
understanding what is happening down at the
bottom of the food chain scientists can predict
what will happen to all the animals at the top.
Understanding what climate change is doing
to our oceans will help us protect the animals
which live there.
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A Northern krill ( Meganyctiphanes norvegica)
Image credit: Øystein Paulsen - MAR-ECO

Activity: The Arctic or the Antarctic
Draw lines to match these different facts to The Arctic, the Antarctic or both. Check the next
page to see the answers!
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Answers: The Arctic or the Antarctic
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